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About This Game

simian.interface++ is the long awaited update to simian.interface, an abstract puzzle experience for simian participants of all
ages and abilities. There are no explicit rules, no instructions, and very simple controls.

Inspired by tabletop puzzles, modern art, and cognitive psychology experiments, simian.interface++ presents challenges that
must be solved using pattern recognition, intuition, and experimentation.

features:
- an incredible soundtrack composed by chiptune artist Note! (@n0te_ on twitter)

- the original simian.interface, now playable in full screen!
- the new 'infinite_loop' mode, with procedurally generated levels, and randomized music and story content!

- infinite replay value!
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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vested interest
Publisher:
vested interest
Release Date: 26 Jun, 2016
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simian interface secret. simian.interface walkthrough

I have to say, I've never really like this kind of game, but something about Ember Strike I like.

To be honest, I think it's because it reminds me alot of MtG. I wont spoil much of it for you, but you gather alot of creatures,
form a team, and progress through different areas, eliminating the monsters in said areas. There might be more to it, but thats as
far as I got before the game asked me to write a review.

Overall, I say it's free and fun. Why not get it?. This game needs serious work. 5 hours in I've seen one enemy very early in
game, who I killed with a knife. It's says this is realistic, it has never stopped raining, I died of dehydration. Lots of empty
bottles available you can't fill them with rainwater, a cooking pot does not fill up.? You pick certain things up, you drop your
weapon and can't pick it up again. The whole inventory system is just hard work. when you do pick something up you then need
to go into the inventory to find out what you've got. I have one item, I still don't know what it is. If you're expecting crafting
forget it.
I'll keep this in the hopes it will improve but knowing what I know now I wouldn't have bought this for the price.. Four people
decided to swim in my reserved ocean sanctuary. With sharks. In the middle of the ocean. With all their clothes on. "Grandma
2" feels there is not enough scenary 20 miles out in the ocean, and is carrying 1.7k cash on her. Best game of its time.
.
_▂▄▄▓▄▄▂_
◢◤ █▀▀████▄▄▄▄▄▄▄◢◤
█▄ █ :D ██▀▀▀▀▀▀▀▀╬
◥█████◤
══╩══╩══ Awesome!!!... The graphics in the game are terrible, controls are wonky, gameplay dull, fanbase nill. I've seen
all i need to see to know i want a refund.. Put this game free this is the badest game i've played. i didnt know how to play the
game at first
i refunded after 20 minutes
. This game is Awesome! need more people playing this!! Only thing is that it needs more people playing. Each class is strong in
its own way. This is a great pvp game. Its super new, you should buy it !! I can only see good things for this game coming down
the line.
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This game reminds me of the classic asteroids, which is no bad thing.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7LMUdw6Uxo
The Heckabomber is a doomsday weapon, the only thing that survived the destruction of your home planet by the alien armada.
Loaded with devastating planet-destroying bombs, you'll fight across the Universe. Seek out enemy worlds to obliterate, crush
their defenders, crack their planet and harvest the remains for construction materials to upgrade your ship and continue your
rampage. Heckabomb has varied levels based in a circular arena and a host of upgradeable stats including bullet spread, rate of
fire, turbo boosters and magnetic collectors. There are six varied add-on weapons too, including a chain-lightning gun, bullet-
reflecting satellites and a rapid-fire swirly thing! (a legal requirement of any arcade shooter) Loads of different of enemies,
including huge boss warships, missile batteries, tractor beams and a deadly enemy ace pilot will challenge your arcade reflexes
and endurance. - Recommended!. This game sucks. Why? Because they can't seem to get the lag out of it. Never again Playway,
Mr Muffins!!!. I've been having an absolute blast playing Gnomes vs. Fairies. It's a fully fledged 3D platformer in the tradition
of Mario 64, but it's got lots of RPG elements and hack 'n' slash combat.

My experience has been very smooth and I haven't encountered a single obvious bug yet, I can't say for sure because I haven't
finished the game, but at this point it seems like all the bugs others mentioned are fixed.

The platforming feels solid, combat is simple but it doesn't get boring because there are so many items like grappling hooks and
bombs you can use on your enemies. The environments and the Gnomes are cute but there's an overall eerie atmosphere and
music. The coolest thing though is every level there are new items to play with, like triple jump boots, shield, fairy wings you
can fly with, etc. I haven't found them yet but the trailer even shows airships!

The music creator level is worth the price of the game all by itself, to be honest! Really fun!!!

It's fairly well optimized and runs with no hitches on my desktop and even runs pretty well on my surface pro 3. It also
supported my xbox one controller out of the box!!!

The bloom and shader effects might be a bit much, but you can turn them off in the menu if you don't like them.

I absolutely recommend this game, and at $9.99 it's a total bargain. It's got a big hub world that connects to multiple subworlds,
and it seems like there will be a lot of levels. Some of the reviewers here have more than 20 hours of gameplay so there's a lot of
content!

Pros:
*Nostalgic
*Funny
*Fast gameplay
*Good music
*Great level design
*Not too hard, not too easy
*Many items = many play modes
*Developer is all over the community forums answering questions and fixing bugs

Cons
*No multiplayer yet - has it now
*No online play yet - has it now
*Lighting is a little harsh on some levels - seems fixed. Bloody but very fun
. Great game, but it gets boring over time. It's too repetetive, you just move buttons and sometimes pressing ones. It's worth only
for the soundtrack and to just relax, competing against your friends it's also possible... Overall it's great game.. A great game for
people who have a vendetta against headcrabs.. If this game had been born as a stand up ,circa gauntlet,...you would have walked
into the arcade, bar,restaurant,gas station ,etc... with some type of self defense tool...as you might just need it.

Today,lol...in the privacy of your own homes...you can only cut throat your friends,(or other random people that you allow into
your own home).,,which...while there may be a few more laughs...they probably know where you keep your
cutlery...tools...stairs...etc...
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In conclusion...

CMYW NEEDS an online presence...

a place where several unfamiliar triangles can choose to work together or plot each other's doom.

Oh...Squeaky Smurf brought me here.
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